communicate spin information over much longer distances (Fig. 1a) . In particular, the ferrimagnetic insulator Y 3 Fe 5 O 12 (YIG) supports spin transport over up to a millimeter 1, 2 .
Gd 3 Ga 5 O 12 (GGG) is an excellent substrate material for the growth of, e.g., high quality YIG films 6 . Above T g = 180 mK, it is a paramagnetic insulator (band gap of 6 eV 16 ) with Gd 3+ spin-7/2 local magnetic moments that are weakly coupled by an effective spin interaction 17 J ex ~ 100 mK. Hence, GGG does not exhibit long-range magnetic ordering at all temperatures 7 ( Fig. 1d) , while its field-dependent magnetization is well described by the Brillouin function.
The low-temperature saturation magnetization of ~ 7 µ B /Gd 3+ ( Fig. 1c) is governed by the half-filled 4f-shell of the Gd 3+ local moments and larger than that of ferrimagnetic YIG (~ 5 µ B /Fe 3+ ).
Paramagnetic insulators have not attracted the spintronics community's attention since they seem unlikely carriers of spin currents. The charge gap prohibits electron conduction, and in the absence of a substantial exchange stiffness coherent spin waves are not expected to exist.
Few papers address the spin transport properties of paramagnets [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Here we report nonlocal spin transport over microns in a GGG slab (Fig. 1b) even at elevated temperature, implying a 4 surprisingly good spin conductivity. At low temperatures, GGG turns out to be a better spin-conductor even than YIG.
We adopt the standard nonlocal geometry [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] to study spin transport in a device comprised by two Pt wires separated by a distance d on top of a GGG slab (Fig. 2b) . Here, spin currents are injected and detected via the direct and inverse spin Hall effects 1, 25 (SHE and ISHE), respectively ( Fig. 2a) . A charge current, J c , in one Pt wire (injector) generates non-equilibrium spin accumulation µ s with direction σ s at the Pt/GGG interface by the SHE.
When σ s and the magnetization M in GGG are collinear, the interface spin-exchange interaction transfers spin angular momentum from the conduction electron spins in Pt to the local moments in GGG at the interface, thereby creating a non-equilibrium magnetization in the GGG beneath the contact that generates a spin diffusion current into the paramagnet.
Some of it will reach the other Pt contact (detector) and generate a transverse voltage in Pt by means of spin pumping into Pt and the ISHE.
To our knowledge, long-range spin transport in insulators has been observed only in magnets below their Curie temperaturs [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . A magnetic field B is applied at angle θ = 0 in the z-y plane (see Fig. 2b ) such that the magnetization in GGG is parallel to the spin polarization σ s of the SHE-induced spin accumulation in the injector. (Fig. 3b) ; apparently the paramagnetism of GGG (Fig. 1c) is instrumental for the effect.
We present the nonlocal voltage in Pt/GGG/Pt at 5 K as a function of the out-of-plane magnetic-field angle θ and injection-current J c as defined in Fig. 2b . The left panel of Fig. 2d shows that V at B = 3. 25, 26 . We postulate that the observed spin transport in GGG can be described in terms of incoherent (over-damped) spin transport that obeys the same phenomenology as magnon diffusion. Since the GGG thickness of 500 µm >> d, we cannot use a simple one-dimensional diffusion model, which predicts a simple exponential decay
We rather have to consort to a diffusion model in two spatial dimensions (see Section D of 8 Supplementary Information) which leads to:
where 
where ξ(B,T) = gµ B B/k B (T + |Θ CW |), g is the g-factor, µ B is the Bohr magneton, k B is the Boltzmann constant, B S (x) is the Brillouin function as a function of x for spin-S, C 1 and C 2 are known numerical constants, S = 7/2 is the electron spin of a Gd 3+ ion, g s is the effective spin conductance of the Pt/GGG interface, and σ GGG is the spin conductivity in GGG. The observed V(B) is well described by equation (2) (see Fig. 4b ). The best fit of equation (2) Finally, we discuss the mechanism of the spin transport in GGG. At low temperatures, only low-frequency spin waves close to k = 0 can contribute to the spin current at which the exchange interaction between the local moments can be disregarded since it scales like k 2 .
The spin-wave dispersion and transport are therefore dominated by magnetic dipole-dipole interaction. Rather than a help, exchange interaction can be a nuisance, since short-ranged and sensitive to local magnetic disorder such as grain boundaries that give rise to spin-wave scattering. In contrast, dipole interaction is long-ranged and less sensitive to disorder.
Therefore, paramagnets which exhibit strong dipole coupling free from exchange interaction, such as GGG, may provide ideal spin conductors when thermal fluctuation of the magnetic moments is sufficiently suppressed by applied magnetic fields. Finally, the large spin conductance g s indicates that the interface exchange interaction between a metal and GGG is not suppressed as compared to YIG.
In summary, we discovered long-range spin transport in the Curie-like paramagnetic insulator 
Methods

Sample preparation
A single-crystalline found that the resistance of the GGG is too high to be measurable.
Magnetization measurement
The magnetization of GGG, YAG, and TGG slabs was measured using a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) option of a Quantum Design Physical Properties Measurement System (PPMS) in a temperature range from 5 K to 300 K under external magnetic fields up to 9 T.
Spin transport measurement
Spin transport measurements were carried out by a standard lock-in technique with a PPMS in a temperature range from 5 K to 300 K. An a.c. charge current was applied to the injector Pt We measured the signal in the d = 0.5 µm device at 5 K with applying B at θ = 0.
